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Plystone Roof bases

Plystone Roof Bases on buildings act as support to the final finish
of its roof or ceiling.
Plystone roof bases offer a high-performance superior covering,
with unbeatable conditions of durability, comfort, and security.

Tipology

1. Base for asphaltic tile (Shingle)
2. Base for mud tile or cement tile
3. Base for corrugated roofs
4. Base for metallic roofs
5. Base for exposed roofs
6. Base for non-exposed roofs



Plycem sheets vrs other boards

Higher resistance to humid and environment.

Termal and acoustic performance.

Fireproof. (zero flame spread)

Smokeless.(zero smoke development)

Immune to destruction from termites and other insects.

Variety of finishes.

You can walk safer onto the sheets (temporary)

You can use the sheet as a final Ceiling.

High impact resistance.



1. Base for asphaltic tile (Shingle)

The PLYSTONE sheet offers a flat, firm, and leveled surface over
which the asphaltic felt that acts as a waterproof base and vapor
barrier to the asphaltic tiles is installed. No other type of support
structure is required for the covering. The application of the
asphaltic tile or asphaltic shingle must be carried out following the
manufacturer’s instructions.



2. Base for mud tile or cement tile

The traditional mud tile, of a general use in many of our countries can
be placed over PLYSTONE sheets, after a previous placement of an
asphaltic layer or vapor barrier.
When the tiles are applied directly over PLYSTONE, it must be verified
that the workloads do not exceed the admissible support capacity of
the sheets because it could present deformations. It is necessary to
carry out a structural evaluation in order to determine if it is necessary
to install an additional substructure that transmits the loads of the main
structure.



3. Base for corrugated roofs

A substructure is installed over PLYSTONE sheets transversally to
the main structure that acts as direct support to the tiles and
transmits the loads to the main structure. The PLYCEM tiles must
be installed following the regulations and recommendations offered
by PLYCEM.



4. Base for metallic roofs

Similarly to the aforementioned, once the PLYCEM sheets have
been installed as the base, it is necessary to install a substructure
transversal to the main structure that acts as support to the different
types of metallic roofs available in each market.



5. Base for exposed roofs

The one where the lower face of the PLYSTONE sheet wants to be
used as ceiling, visible from the inside of the building.
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For more information about PLYCEM and its products:

• Webpage: www.plycem.com

www.plycem.com

• Facebook: Experto Plycem 

https://www.facebook.com/ExpertoPlycem/photos/a.514044998680221.1073741

826.512101108874610/968999869851396/?type=3

• Youtube (instalation videos)

https://www.youtube.com/user/ExpertoPlycem

• Project Pictures by Flickr.com and Pinterest.com

https://www.flickr.com/photos/105834738@N08/

https://www.pinterest.com/expertoplycem/

• News by linkedin.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/plycem


